Advanced Work Packaging - Project Integration

Stage II – Detailed Engineering

**Owner**
- Ongoing operations and maintenance review

**Project Management**
- Initiate and coordinate management audit of AWP
- Align Document control process to support AWP
- Approve detailed design

**Construction Management**
- Develop regular report intervals for AWP integrated systems
- Add definition and IFC to planned CWPs
- Review alignment of work processes
- Design dedicated coordinators for scaffolding, equipment, and other support trades

**Supply Chain Management**
- Purchase equipment and materials
- Appoint dedicated material coordinator for WFP
- Issue IWP release plan

**Engineering**
- Establish regular delivery for 3D model
- Track Engineering progress by EWP
- Complete detailed design

**Construction Contractor**
- WFP lead; Report regularly to CMT on integrated systems
- Appoint WorkFace Planners (Phased)
- Develop WFP release plan
- Develop level 4 schedule
- Issue IWP release plan
- Appoint WFP equipment & scaffold coordinators

---

**Notes:**
- See IWP Life Cycle Diagrams for details
- Approve detailed design
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**Diagram Symbols:**
- Green: Application of Advanced Work Packaging
- White: Standard Project Procedure
- Green: Integration of AWP and Standard Procedure